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Abstract - The increase of renewable energy penetration in the distribution grid creates a problem
concerning the power quality. One of the most critical scenarios occurs in times of excessive power
generation combined with low load consumption, which may lead to an overvoltage due to reverse
power flows. Grid expansion is often used as a solution to reduce the voltage rise. However as this
new cables or transformers are only used a few hours per year, energy storage might be used as a
voltage support among other alternatives. This research is embedded in the project SmartPowerFlow1, which deals with the optimization of grid expansion versus energy storage at low voltage levels, where the grid expansion results due to increasing renewable power flows. Since both community
and residential batteries have their own control and are connected to the same grid, the interaction
between these battery systems has to be studied. This study focuses on residential batteries. Current
control strategies for residential photovoltaic (PV) storage systems do not efficiently use the battery
as a grid voltage support. Therefore, an investigation on the more intelligent control strategy has
been conducted. The objective of the study is to determine the best control strategy for residential PV
storage systems in Germany based on technical and economic perspectives. The strategy should be
able to control the voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) while still exhibiting a high selfconsumption rate (SCR). Finally a qualitative evaluation of the strategies in respect of the SCR, the
self-supply ratio (SSR), the curtailment losses rate (CLR) and the ability to limit the peak voltage at
the point of common coupling (PVR) is presented.
I.
INTRODUCTION
The decrease of feed-in tariffs in Germany is the main driver that makes the PV systems became
less profitable. Together with increasing electricity prices maximizing the local consumption from
the electricity produced by the PV is considered to be more beneficial than injecting the power into
the grid. As the self-consumption rate might be increased by combining the battery with the PV
systems, more and more residential PV owner consider investing in PV storage systems rather than
in pure PV systems.
Figure 1 and figure 2 illustrate the influence of
PV systems on the voltage at the PCC. Without
PV generators, the voltage drop will occur on
the feeder due to a power flow from the grid to
the households. Once the PV system is connected to the grid, the voltage at the PCC is
likely to be increased due to the reverse power
flow back to the grid. The voltage rise at the
Figure 1: Bi-directional power flow in distribution grids
PCC can be approximated by equation ( I.1) [1],
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and it can be seen that the voltage rise is the function of the grid voltage (Ugrid) and its conjugate
(U*grid), the impedance of the grid (R+jX) and the active power P and reactive power Q of the PV
system. Several solutions may be implemented in the low voltage distribution grid in order to solve
the overvoltage problem and meet the voltage limit that is described in EN 50160, and which requires, that the 10-minute rms average of the voltage at the PCC is to remain within an interval of
±10 % of nominal voltage [2].
Voltage
PPV > PLoad
PPV = PLoad
PPV < PLoad

UN

Cable impedance
Figure 2: The impact of the power and the impedance on the grid
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A solution might be obtained on the hardware level and/or the software level [3]. The following are
some options that may be considered.
Hardware:
• Grid extension
• Automatic tap changer in local power transformers
• Energy storage
Software:
• Feed-in power limitation
The voltage rise on the grid can be limited by limiting the feed-in power into the grid. The
feed-in power can be controlled by reducing the output active power of the PV (controlled by
the maximum power point tracking) or by using the power to charge the battery.
• Reactive power control
According to equation (I.2), a reactive power control can be used to ensure voltage stability.
The voltage at the PCC can be reduced by absorbing reactive power. However, due to the typically high R/X ratio of the low voltage distribution network, the required reactive power
might also be high. In Germany, three different voltage regulation possibilities for distributed
generators connected to the low voltage grid have been proposed [4]:
o Fixed cosφ: A fixed amount of reactive power will be supplied/ absorbed by the distributed generators.
o cosφ (P): In cosφ (P) control, the reactive power supply/ absorption is based on the active power output. The reactive power starts to be absorbed by the inverter when the
active power reaches a certain threshold.
o Q (U): Instead of following the active power, the reactive power absorption is based on
the voltage at the PCC. The reactive power required will be calculated based on the
droop characteristics provide by the DSO.
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This study focusses on solving the overvoltage problem by using residential energy storages at the
hardware level and feed-in power limitation and reactive power control on the software level.
In order to support the PV owner and to solve the overvoltage problem, the German government
has introduced an incentive program for PV storage systems. The program will financially support the
battery for a grid connected PV systems up to 30 kWp. The elements of the program include a soft
loan with an interest rate starting from 1.4 %. An additional rebate of 30 % of the costs of the battery
will be granted once the project is successfully conducted and meets requirements. As the purpose of
the program is mainly to prevent voltage violation caused by the residential PV systems, one of the
requirement is to limit the feed-in power to 60 % [5]. Due to this limitation, an intelligent control
strategy is required to ensure the compliance with the limit of feed-in power without losing residual
energy. In this study four performance indicators are used to evaluate the control strategies:
Self-consumption ratio (SCR)
The SCR is given by

•

=

!"

(I.3)

where
is the consumed PV production and
the PV production. As stated pre!"
viously, an increase of the price of electricity and a decrease of the feed-in tariff creates the
incentive to use PV energy production for the own consumption.
•

Self-supply ratio (SSR)
The SSR is given by
=

#$%

!"

(I.4)

where
is the consumed PV production and #$% the load demand. A high self!"
supply ratio indicates that the PV-storage-systems can fulfill own load demand.
•

Peak voltage reduction ratio (PVR)
The control strategy should be able to control the voltage at the point of common coupling. It
can be archieved by either using the storage to shave the peak or control active and reactive
power. The PVR is defined as the ability of the control strategy to reduce the peak voltage,
and is given by
& =
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'(%) * +,$-+ .$/+ $#

is the highest voltage at the PCC without control strategy,
'(%) * +, .$/+ $# the maximum voltage at the PCC with control strategy and / the nominal
voltage at the PCC.

•

Share of losses ratio (LR)
The share of losses of different control strategies are the combination of curtailment losses,
losses due to reactive power compensation, inverter losses, and battery losses. The losses have
to be minimized by using smart power management. The losses ratio is given by
0 =
where

#$11(1

is the total loss and

#$11(1

the PV production.

(I.6)
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II.
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the methodology of the investigation is described. The comparison of the control
strategies of this paper is based on a literature study of different strategies proposed by several research groups and the application of those strategies through simulations. The six most promising
strategies that show high self-consumption rate, ability to limit the voltage at the PCC and low losses
have been further investigated and compared with a state-of-the-art strategy.
The simulations have been realized in two steps in order to examine the behaviour of each control
strategy. The first step is the implementation of the algorithms of each control strategy in MATLAB
and Excel. The outputs of the first step are the power flows for each strategy (power to charge the
battery, power that is fed into the grid...). These results are then used in a second step by performing a
load flow simulation in 1-min-steps with the commercial software PSS Sincal, which allows an evaluation of the ability of each strategy to control the voltage rise on different nodes for a test grid.
In the first step every control strategy is applied on two cases with different irradiance levels and
load profiles. The battery size for this system is selected such as to achieve high degrees of selfconsumption and self-supply rates. The optimal ratio according to [6] is 1 kWh of battery capacity per
1kWp PV system. A 5 kWp PV system and a 5 kWh battery have been chosen. To increase the lifetime of the battery, the operation range of the battery is limited from 20 % to 90 % state of charge
(SOC). The PV power data is based on the measured data of a 121 kWp PV system in Allgäu (southern Germany) and normalized to 5kWp. Two dates with different irradiance level are used: 22-032013 (high irradiance) and 23-03-2013 (low irradiance). The load profiles are based on the standard
load profile of a typical household (H0) in Germany with an annual consumption of 4.5 MWh/a [7].
The load profiles of a workday and a day at the weekend in autumn were used for the day with high
and low irradiance respectively. The sampling rate of the original PV power data and the load profile
are 15 minutes steps. The data was linearly interpolated to a 1-minute sampling rate to get a higher
resolution data. Figure 3 shows the power flows without any control strategy in both cases.

Figure 3: Power flows on high (left) and low irradiance day (right) without any control strategy

For the load flow calculation in step 2 a typical low voltage distribution grid in south Germany [8]
with a high PV penetration of 20 x 5kWp PV-storage-systems has been used (figure 4). Detailed data
of the grid is listed in table 1. The simulation has been performed using the load profile module of the
software PSS Sincal. Pre-calculated 1-minute data from the first step of the simulation have been
used as input data of the PVs, batteries, and loads in PSS Sincal. Finally, the voltage at the most critical node, the end of the string (PCC12), has been examined and the PVR has been calculated in order
to compare the ability of the control strategies to reduce the voltage at PCC12. Additionally the other
three performance indicator (SCR, SSR and LR) for each control strategy have been compered.
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Figure 4: Typical LV distribution network with 20 x 5kWp PV-Storage-System
Table 1: LV distribution network specification

Utility grid
Transformer
Feeder cable (C1-C12, C15-C20)
Feeder cable (C13-C14)
Cable from house to PCC
PV system
Battery
Load

SK’’=100 MVA; R/X=0,1
20/ 0.4 KV; Sn=160 kVA; Dyn5; Uk= 4 %
NAYY 4X 150 mm²; l=53 m; R=0.206 Ω/km; X=0.091 Ω/km
NAYY 4X 150 mm²; l=175 m; R=0.206 Ω/km; X=0.091 Ω/km
NAYY 4X 50 mm²; l=53 m; R=0.641 Ω/km; X=0.085 Ω/km
PV output profile
Charging power and discharging power profile
Load profile

To simplify the simulation the following assumptions have been made:
•
•
•
•
•

All PV-storage-systems use the same strategy and have the same PV power output and load
profile.
The efficiency of the battery and DC/DC converter has been neglected.
The initial capacity of the battery is assumed to be 100 %.
No weather and load forecast data have been considered. Strategies that require forecast data
have been calculated with a perfect forecast.
As for power losses, only curtailment losses have been taken into account.
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III.
RESULTS
In this chapter the control algorithm of seven control strategies and the corresponding power flows,
their capability to charge the battery at the end of the day and voltage results are presented.
1. Self-consumption (state-of-the-art)
As mentioned previously, the storage of energy in the battery and the supply of energy for the own
demand when there is no radiation might be beneficial for the system owner due to the difference in
the feed-in tariff and the price of electricity consumption [6], [9]. The main objective of this control
strategy is to improve the self-consumption rate and limit the voltage rise by limiting the feed-in
power and reactive power compensation using cosφ (P) control. The simple algorithm makes this
strategy likely to become the commonly used strategy for residential PV storage systems. In this
strategy the battery is being fully charged as soon as possible by prioritizing the output power of the
PV (PPV) to supply the load and furthermore charge the battery (PBat_ch).
The algorithm and the power flows of the self-consumption strategy are depicted in figure 5. The
figure shows the residual power of the PV system, the state of charge of the battery (SOCBat) and the
voltage based on a load flow at PCC12. The SOC of the battery is calculated according to formula
(III.2).
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The modes of operation are described in algorithm 1 (figure 5 (a)). In operation mode A, since PPV is
smaller than PLoad and the battery is fully discharged, power is imported from the grid in order to meet
the demand. In mode B, the residual power PRes charges the battery until reaching a SOCBat of 90 %.
Once the battery is fully charged, the residual power is limited to 60 % of PPV, mpp to get incentives
and is injected into the grid (PFeed-in) (see mode C). In this period, the voltage is increased due to the
reverse power from the PV into the grid. The voltage rise might be reduced by inductive reactive
power compensation offered by the inverter. Therefore, the inverter is equipped with cosφ (P) control
in order to regulate the amount of reactive power
=

− 0.5 ∙
0.5 ∙
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∙ tan arccos 0.95

(III.3)

that has to be absorbed, where
,?'' is the nominal output power of the PV system. In mode D, PPV
is smaller than P load and the battery is not empty, therefore the battery is discharged to supply the
load.
Concluding the self-consumption rate and self-supply rate are increased by implementing this
strategy. As it can be seen in figure 5, using this strategy, the battery can get fully charged before
noon and the power used later on to supply the load. However, the drawback of this strategy is that an
excessive load on the grid might occur during the peak irradiation if there is no limitation on the PV
output and therefore increase of the voltage at the PCC. On the other hand, if PFeed-in is limited to
60 %, there is a significant amount of curtailment losses on the day with high irradiance. Furthermore, limiting the feed-in power to 60 % does not guarantee that the voltage will remain below the
critical limit on the grid with high PV penetration [1], [10].
Implementing a cosφ(P) control has also drawbacks for the grid. Since the reactive power absorbed is based on the active power, there might be unnecessary reactive power absorbed by the inverter even if the voltage is within the acceptable range. Besides, the system does not take into account the location of the PV system installed. All the PV systems in the feeder would be requested to
absorb the same amount of reactive power [11].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: (a) algorithm, (b) power flows, (c) SOC and (d) voltage and reactive power at the PCC 12 of the selfconsumption strategy on a high (left) and a low (right) irradiance day
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2. Schedule mode
An alternative strategy to reduce the power losses and mitigate the voltage rise has been proposed by
Struth et al. [9] and Ueda et al. [12]. In this strategy, the time to charge the battery will be shifted to a
typical time with high radiation. The mode for charging the battery is activated from 11.30 until the
battery is fully charged [9]. The principle operation of this strategy is shown in figure 6. The algorithms of mode A and D are similar to the previous strategy. In mode B however, when PPV > PLoad
the residual load is limited to 60 % PPVmpp and is injected into the grid until the activation of the
charging mode is triggered, instead of directly charging the battery.
At 11:30, the residual power is used to charge the battery until the battery is fully charged (mode
C). The limited residual load is injected into the grid again until PRes is zero. In order to support the
voltage at the PCC, reactive power compensation is also introduced in this strategy. Instead of the
cosφ(P) control, a reactive power control Q(U) is used. The inverter starts to absorb the reactive power once the voltage at PCC reaches the threshold Ustart. The amount of reactive power absorbed will
be based on the droop characteristics from the distribution system operator (DSO) [13]. In this simulation, U start is set to 1.005 p.u., and the reactive power absorption will be increased steadily until the
voltage reaches 1.045 p.u.. At 1.045 p.u., the reactive power will be absorbed at a maximum value of
cosφ=0.95. The amount of reactive power absorbed is calculated by:
=

−
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(III.4)

60%

60%
60%
60%

Figure 6: Power flows of the schedule mode according to [9] on a high (left) and a low (right) irradiance day

3. Schedule mode with constant charging power
Williams et al. [14] proposes a similar control strategy with time activation [14]. The difference to the
previous strategy is that the battery is charged from 09:00 to 15:00 with constant charging power.
This is done in order to avoid the battery from being fully charged before the end of the schedule. The
charging power is defined as:
5%+_.,

=

:1+%
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5%+
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(

(III.5)

Where 5%+ is the capacity of the battery, :1+% +_.,% ( is the time where the charging process of battery is started and :1+$'_.,% ( the time when it is stopped.
Mode B operates as in the strategy “schedule mode”, except from 09:00 to 15:00 (mode C), where the
battery is charged with the calculated power, and the remaining power is injected into the grid with
the maximum of 60 % of PPVmpp.
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60%

60%

Figure 7: Power flows of the schedule mode according to [14] on a high (left) and a low (right) irradiance day

As shown in figure 6 and figure 7, both strategies use a time-shifting approach to mitigate the voltage
rise. However, the second strategy with a time interval and limited charging rate is more promising
compared to the one using the entire residual power to charge the battery. This can be seen from the
lower curtailment losses of the strategy with constant charging power. The main drawback of this
strategy is that the self-consumption rate might be slightly reduced if there is not enough radiation
during the charging period. Reactive power compensation with Q(U) control is applied to both strategies. Furthermore, a drawback of using Q(U) control is the limitation of the inverter size. A significant amount of reactive power might be required to reduce the voltage at PCC which might be caused
either by own PV power production or external PV. Moreover, the PV storage systems that are located at the end of the feeder might work at a higher power than the one close to the transformer due to
the cable impedances. To solve this problem, an impedance-dependent parameterization of the Q(U)
curve has been analyzed by Kerber [8]. This proposal is not implemented in any regulation yet.
4. Fixed feed-in limit
The objective of a fixed feed-in limit strategy is mainly to avoid the voltage rise by limiting the feedin power and use the remaining residual power to charge the battery [1], [6], [10]. The limitation of
the feed-in should be based on the voltage at the PCC, the power range of the battery, and the PV
penetration on the grid [1]. In this case PFeed-in is set to 50 % although there is no guarantee that the
voltage will be below the critical limit at high PV penetration. To reduce the voltage rise, reactive
power compensation is also equipped in this strategy. Von Appen et al. [10] propose the combination
of a fixed feed-in power, battery charging strategy, Q(U) control, and power curtailment in a multilevel voltage support. This strategy is the one examined in this study.
The simulated power flows of this operation strategy are shown in figure 8. The modes of operation A and E are similar to the import of power from the grid and the discharging battery algorithms
of the previous strategies. In mode B, the residual power is injected into the grid until the residual
power reaches 50 %. The feed-in power is fixed to 50 % and the remaining residual power is used to
charge the battery, as shown in mode C. The Q(U) control is activated when the voltage reaches the
threshold. However, since the power factor is limited by the inverter, the reactive power might reach
the maximum while the voltage is still above the limit. In order to further reduce the voltage, the entire residual power is used to charge the battery. If the voltage is still above the limit and battery is
fully charged, then the PV output power is curtailed. In mode D, if the residual power is less than 50
% and the battery is still not fully charged, the entire residual power is used to charge the battery (see
figure 8 right). This last opportunity to charge the battery is helpful to increase the self-consumption
rate especially on days with low irradiance. However the last opportunity to charge the battery will
only be activated once the residual power reaches 50 %. This might lead to the possibility that the
battery is not being charged during the day.
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50%

50%

Figure 8: Power flows of the fixed feed-in strategy according to [10] on a high (left) and a low (right) irradiance day

The advantage of this strategy is that the voltage might be suppressed by limiting the feed-in power
and absorbing reactive power. The problem is raised during cloudy or foggy days, when there is not
enough radiation to charge the battery. Consequently, the self-consumption rate will be reduced. On
the other hand, during high irradiance days, the power curtailment is high as can be seen in figure 8
(left). To avoid these losses, an optimization of the feed-in limit is proposed in the next strategy.
5. Dynamic feed-in limit
As a fixed feed-in limit leads to power curtailment during high irradiance days and reduces the selfconsumption rate during low irradiance days, the dynamic feed-in limit strategy is introduced in this
chapter. In order to overcome the problems, several strategies use weather and load predictions to
dynamically adjust the feed-in limit, as described in [6], [9], [14], [15], [16].
The main goal of the strategy is to get a fully charged battery at the end of the day by adjusting the
charging power and feed-in power. Load and weather forecast data of are used to get the optimized
charging power during the day 5%+_.,_' ( (equation (III.6)). The global horizontal irradiance data
and ambient temperature is used to calculate the PV power output
_' ( based its location, orientation, and specification. The SOC of the battery is estimated for the entire day in order to be used as a
predicted SOC. The feed-in power of this strategy is also limited to 60 % of PPVmpp.
_' (

=

3$% _' (

+

5%+_.,_' (

+

J(( _ /_' (

(III.6)
The operation principle of the strategy is depicted in figure 10. The control algorithms of mode A and
D are similar to the previous strategies. In mode B and C however, PFeed-in and PBat_ch are optimized
using the forecast data. If there is a difference between the measured and forecast data the feed-in
power is corrected according Weniger et al. [6].Once the predicted time is reached, the battery is
charged based on the value from the previous optimization [6], [14], [16].
During the charging period, the SOC of the battery is measured. The measured value is continuously compared to the predicted SOC in order to reduce the losses due to prediction errors. The correction is used as an input of an SOC controller and the output feeds a power controller. The power
controller corrects the charging power to a new value PBat_ch_new according to equation (III.7). This is
done in order to achieve fully charged battery at the end of the day. If the measured SOC
4 5%+_?(%1 is less than the predicted SOC 4 5%+_' ( , the optimized power to charge the battery
5%+_.,_/(* is decreased and vice versa (see also figure 9):
5%+_.,_/(*

=

4
4

5%+_?(%1
5%+_' (

∙

5%+_.,_' (

(III.7)

In this simulation, perfect forecasts are used, and therefore, there is no deviation and correction of the
predicted values. The strategy also uses reactive power compensation based on Q(U) control.
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Figure 9: Schematic diagram of dynamic feed-in strategy

60%

60%

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: (a) power flows, (b) SOC and (c) voltage and reactive power at the PCC 12 of the dynamic feed-in strategy on
a high (left) and a low (right) irradiance day
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6. Dynamic feed-in limit with balancing
A dynamic feed-in limit with balancing capability strategy is proposed by Weniger et al. [6]. Principally, the algorithm is similar to the previous dynamic feed-in limit strategy. The difference is that the
feed-in limit is set to a parabolic curve in order to compensate the feed-in peak of PV systems without
a battery (mode C figure11). Therefore, the charging power is set to be high at midday. The advantage is that the PV storage systems using this strategy have the ability to balance the voltage in the
feeder, if there are other PV systems that inject power into the grid around noon connected to the
same feeder and therefore increase the voltage.
The strategy is promising for peak shaving and for balancing the grid. However, the power curtailment on the high irradiance day seems to be higher than the normal dynamic feed-in limit strategy
(see figure 11).
Despite the ability to optimize the feed-in power limit and to reduce the voltage during peak feedin, the main drawback of the general dynamic feed-in limit is the sensitivity of this strategy to the
prediction errors. Overestimation of the prediction may lead to power curtailment and underestimation will reduce the self-consumption rate. High quality of weather forecast data from reliable forecasting technique is therefore required.

60%

60%

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: (a) power flows, (b) SOC and (c) voltage and reactive power at the PCC 12 of the dynamic feed-in with balancing strategy on a high (left) and a low (right) irradiance day
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As forecast data are a must for the 5th and 6th control strategy. The following paragraph gives a short
summery of the commonly used forecasting techniques.
Lödl et al. [17] uses a model based on the Spherical Harmonic Discrete Ordinate Method (SHDOM).
The model uses global weather data to generate the global solar irradiation at ground level of the next
days. The global weather data is interpolated to a detailed resolution to get the expected PV power on
any position of PV power plants. An error analysis of the model has shown that the average error
(rRMSE) of the weather forecast for the next day is 32.5%. The value increases for a longer forecast
horizon. Another approach is to use persistence weather forecast. The forecasting method is based on
extrapolating the current or recent PV power plant output taking into account the changing of the sun
angle. Since the persistence is based on stochastic learning technique from historical pattern, the accuracy highly depends on the forecast horizon due to the change of cloudiness [18]. The forecast
method is suitable for minute based forecasts for one location.
A similar PV forecast technique with learning algorithm is used by Williams et al. [16]. The method is to introduce a 30 % noise sequence to the hourly average of the true irradiance. The result of the
prediction is 24 hours with hourly average and 30 % noises. It is claimed that the error is approximately the same as current numerical weather forecast in Central Europe.
The load prediction might also be derived using the persistence technique. Zeh et al. [15] proposes
the load forecasting based on the load profile of past five days. The method is to divide the day into
three periods: midnight to sunrise, sunrise to sunset and sunset to midnight. Using the arithmetic
means of the past five days, the load profiles of each period defines the load for the next two days.
For simulation purposes, an autonomy forecasting using a learning algorithm is more preferable compare to the one that depends on the global weather data.
7. Feed-in damping
The feed-in damping strategy is almost identical to schedule mode with constant charging power (3rd
strategy). The difference is that the feed-in damping uses a rough prediction of irradiance in order to
define the charging time [15]. Figure 12 depicts the operation of the feed-in damping strategy. The
control algorithms of mode A and D are similar to the previous strategies. In mode B however, the
power to charge the battery is defined by dividing the spare charge in the battery with the predicted
daytime with radiation. In order to avoid the losses due to forecast error, the charging power is varied
by measuring the SOC of the battery in every simulation step. The battery is charged with constant
power in the beginning, once residual power is higher than 60 % of PPVmpp, the charging power is
changed to the difference between residual power and feed-in power, as it is shown in mode C (figure
12 left). As soon as the residual power is below 60 % of PPVmpp, mode B is reactivated and the power
to charge the battery is recalculated.

60%

60%

Figure 12: Power flows of the fixed feed-in strategy according to [10] on a high (left) and a low (right) irradiance day

The drawback of this strategy is the battery might not be fully charged at the end of the day. Since the
prediction is only based on the predicted duration of residual power, there might be a possibility that
at the end of the predicted time, the actual PV power is not the same as the calculated power.
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IV.
DISCUSSION
Seven control strategies have been investigated. Two scenarios on high and low irradiance day have
been used to assess the strategies. Figure 13 displays the comparison of the strategies based on selfconsumption ratio (SCR), self-supply ratio (SSR), and curtailment losses.
The self-consumption ratio and the self-supply ratio increase drastically by integrating a battery in
the PV systems. For the scenario on a high irradiance day, all the strategies are able to fully charge
the battery by the end of the day. The discrepancy appears during low irradiance days. The selfconsumption ratio and the self-supply ratio of the strategy applying a schedule mode with constant
charging power are slightly reduced due to insufficient irradiance during the defined schedule. The
same happens with the feed-in damping strategy. Since the power to charge the battery and charging
period is based on a rough prediction, the deviation between expected power and actual power at the
end of the day causes a reduction of the self-consumption ratio.
A similar problem rises for the fixed feed-in strategy. The battery is charged only with the small
surplus on the low irradiance day. Although a fixed feed-in power is equipped with the chance of
charging the battery at the end of the day, the duration and the residual power is still not sufficient to
significantly increase the SOC of the battery. Furthermore, with this strategy, there might be a possibility that the battery is not being charged if the residual power never reaches 50 % of PPVmpp.

Figure 13: Comparison of the strategies based on the self-consumption ratio (SCR), the self-supply ratio (SSR), and curtailment losses
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For the curtailment losses, the control strategies that use prediction data are able to reduce the curtailment losses to zero. This happens due to the perfect foresight assumption. The curtailment losses
might increase if the forecast errors were considered. Besides, the schedule mode with constant
charging shows low curtailment losses, too. That makes this strategy interesting, if no forecast data is
available.
The ability to reduce the peak voltage can also be observed for all strategies (see figure 14). The
observation is mainly focused on the day with high irradiance, because this may be considered the
worst case. By limiting the feed-in power to 60 % a significant impact on the reduction of peak voltage is given. The voltage peak is suppressed even further by introducing a voltage support with reactive power compensation. The combination of these two methods leads to a voltage reduction with
the minimum of 35 %. The state-of-the-art self-consumption strategy with power dependent reactive
power control can reduce the voltage by 35 % (see pink curve) compared to a PV system that injects
all its power into the grid (red curve “without control”). The reactive power control based on Q(U)
increases the voltage reduction by an additional 7 % (not shown in figure 14).
The fixed feed-in limit strategy appears to be the best strategy to mitigate the voltage rise. A peak
voltage reduction of 50 % is achievable by reducing the feed-in limit to 50 % (black curve). Furthermore, unlike most of the strategies that reach 60 % of feed-in limit during peak day, a dynamic feedin limit strategy is able to reduce the feed-in power to about 56 %. Therefore the voltage is reduced
by 48 % and this strategy might be considered as second best to reduce the voltage (orange curve).
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Figure 14: Comparison of voltage reduction at PCC12 on high irradiance day

From examining the operation of the control strategies, it can be deduced that the battery size influences the performance indicators. Increasing the battery size increases the self-consumption rate and
the self-supply rate in some extent. The curtailment losses of each strategy are reduced by an increasing battery size, especially for the strategy that uses the surplus between the residual and the feed-in
power to charge the battery. From a voltage reduction perspective, the impact of the bigger battery
can be optimized by implementing a schedule mode with a constant charging power, fixed feed-in,
dynamic feed-in, and feed-in damping strategies.
Each of the simulated strategies has its advantages and disadvantages. The schedule modes show
only the advantage of reducing the curtailment losses. The schedule with constant charging power has
low curtailment losses on the day with high irradiance, but the problem is raised when there is not
sufficient irradiance during the charging period.
Although the fixed feed-in is the best in reducing peak voltage, the strategy shows low selfconsumption and self-supply ratios during the low irradiance day and a considerable curtailment losses during high irradiance day of 3.3 %. These limitations make this approach less favorable to improve the benefit of having a PV storage system.
The dynamic feed-in strategy is more favorable due to its ability to get a high self-consumption
rate, self-supply rate, low curtailment losses, and high peak voltage reduction. This is achieved by
adjusting the feed-in power based on the weather and load predictions. Although no forecast errors
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have been taken into account, it is expected that the error´s impact is considerably small due to the
possible self-correction of the feed-in power limit within the charge controller (see figure 9). Furthermore, Schneider et al. [14], Struth et al. [9] and William et al. [16] also report that the dynamic
feed-in is preferable to self-consumption, schedule mode, and schedule mode with constant charging
power strategies. Dynamic feed in with balancing might be useful for the grid with a mix of PV systems without a battery and PV storage systems that are equipped with this strategy.
Furthermore, the feed-in damping strategy has also shown promising results. The main advantage
of feed-in damping over dynamic feed-in is that the strategy does not need a high quality of prediction data. As a consequence, the performance of the strategy is weaker than dynamic feed-in. However, Zeh et al. [15] concludes that the feed-in damping is more recommended than dynamic feed-in as
it is less sensitive to forecast errors and has a higher self-consumption ratio. This contradictory conclusion cannot be observed in this study due to the limitation on two sample days and the assumption
of no forecasts error.
V.

CONCLUSION

The comparison of different control strategies based on self-consumption rate, self-supply rate, curtailment losses, and peak voltage reduction (PVR) has been presented. A qualitative comparison of all
control strategies is concluded in table 2.
Tab. 2 Results of the qualitative comparison of the analysed control strategies

Control strategy

SCR

SSR

CLR

PVR

Self-consumption

+++

+++

+

+

Schedule

+++

+++

+

++

Schedule with constant charging power

++

++

++

++

Fixed feed-in

+

+

+

+++

Dynamic feed-in

+++

+++

+++

+++

Dynamic feed-in with balancing

+++

+++

+++

++

Feed-in damping

+++

+++

+++

++

It can be concluded, that the utilization of storages may increase the self-consumption ratio and the
self-supply ratio for all seven control strategies. The simulation results have shown that implementing
a smarter control strategy will give a significant improvement of the CLR and PVR compared to the
common straight forward self-consumption strategy.
The analysis of the dynamic feed-in strategy has shown that PV storage systems might have a high
self-consumption ratio while still being able to reduce the peak voltage. Based on the results on the
two scenarios, it can be concluded that the dynamic feed-in limit is the most favorable strategy to be
implemented (see dark blue row, table 2). The second option is the feed-in damping strategy. As it is
claimed in previously, this strategy has a low self-consumption rate and is less sensitive to the prediction errors (see light blue row, table 2). Lastly, the schedule mode with constant charging power
could be considered for the strategy without forecast data.
In future studies the effects of the control strategies on the grid and the benefit for the PV storage
system owner could be simulated in detail. The aim would be to implement the self-consumption, the
dynamic feed-in limit, and feed-in damping strategy in PSS Sincal. The assessment would be done
with a simulation of an entire year to see a clear distinction between the strategies. Instead of using a
reference grid, the simulation could be done by using the real grid with a high share of residential PV
systems. In order to get a broader view of the share of losses, the efficiency of the inverter and battery
could be taken into account. Another step to quantify the results better would be to use the weather
and load forecasts models and implement them to the control strategies by using an autonomy forecast based on a learning algorithm.
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